Abstract. To each rf"*-dynamical system (1)11, G, a) corresponds canonically a C*-dynamical system (D1LC, G, a|9Hc). We show that the C*-crossed product G Xa ÇH*7 can be identified with a certain C*-subalgebra of the If*-crossed product GX, 91.
the dual action â. Moreover, if t -> A, denotes the canonical unitary representation of G into G xa 91L (so that G xa 9H is generated by 9!t and \p) then âff(X,) = (/, o)\ for every t in G and a in G.
Theorem. Given a W*-dynamical system (911, G, a) consider the dual system (G Xa 91L, G, â). Let B denote the set of elements y in (G Xa 911 )c for which the functions t -* \y and t -» y\ are norm continuous. Then B is a G-invariant C*-algebra weakly dense in G Xa 911 and B is canonically isomorphic to the C*-crossed product G Xa 91LC.
Proof. Set 91 = G xa 9H. We know that 9lc is a G-invariant C* -algebra and it is elementary to check that the elements y in 9lc for which the function t -> \y is norm continuous form a norm closed right ideal R in 9U\ Since 5 = /?* n 7? we see that B by definition is a hereditary C*-subalgebra of 9lc. Thus every element in 9HC satisfies condition (ii) (and, of course, also (i) and (iii)) so that A = 9ltc, and the proof is complete. Note that the dual C*-system of (9He, G, a) is (B, G, â\B). Corollary 1. Let (91L, G, a) be a W*-dynamical system where G is discrete, and consider the dual system (G Xa 911, G, a). Then (G Xa 91L)C = G Xa 91L, the latter taken as a C*-crossed product.
Let A: G -> L2(G) denote the regular representation of the locally compact abelian group G, and note that with a, = Ad X, we have a fF*-dynamical system (L°°(G), G, a). Observe that since (L°°(G))C is the norm closure of elements of the form «j(g) = g*f, g e L°°(G),f G L\G), each of which belongs to the C*-algebra C*(G) of bounded, uniformly continuous functions on G, we must have (L^G))' = C*(G). It is well known that G Xa Loe(G) = ® (L2(G)) and that the dual action of G on % (L2(G)) is given by âa = Ad \, where
Applying the theorem we obtain Corollary 2. The set of elements x in %(L2(G)) such that all functions r -»a,x, t->x\, and o-*Xax\_a are norm continuous on G and G, respectively, is a C*-algebra isomorphic to G Xa C*(G).
If in the above we take G discrete, so that C¿(G) = L°°(G), then Corollary 2 characterizes the C*-crossed product G Xa L°°(G) as the set of elements in % (L2(G)) that transform continuously in norm under the action Ad X of G. This result (with G and T in place of our G and G) is [6, 3.5] , see also [3, 4.5] .
Note that if translation is pointwise norm continuous on L°°(G), i.e. if C*(G) = L°°(G), then G must be discrete. Indeed, let F be an open set in G and denote by p the corresponding characteristic function. Then either \\a,(p) -/»H,» = 1 or IK(f) -FIL = 0-Thus by our assumption there is a neighbourhood F0 of 0 such that a,(p) = p, i.e. E + t = E almost everywhere, for every t in F0. But then (F + t)\E is an open null set in G, and therefore empty; whence F + t c F. It follows that F + F0 c F. Take a smaller neighbourhood F, of 0 such that F, -F, c F0 and, to obtain a contradiction, assume that s G E\E. Then s -F, intersects both F and G\E, i.e. s -tx E E and s -t2 £ F for /,, t2 in Ex. But now 
